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Art Maker Brush Marker Calligraphy

Calligraphy is a classic style of writing that conjures up images of fountain pens 
and old block-style fonts, and days where people took the time to hand-write 
beautiful letters in flowing script to their loves ones.
The Brush Marker Calligraphy Kit takes everything we know and love about 
calligraphy into the modern day. Featuring a huge 8 brush markers in the kit, as 
well as a 48-page instructional book and a 32-page sketchbook that discusses all 
the tips and tricks to creating stunning, modern calligraphic fonts, this title is the 
perfect kick-start to the hot trend of brush-marker calligraphy.

What's Included

•eight brush markers
•a knead able eraser
•HB pencil
•48-page instruction book
•a 32-page sketchbook



Art Maker Ultimate Colouring Kit

Lose yourself in a soothing world of colouring with The Ultimate Colouring 
Experience. Colouring is the perfect way to relax, unwind and unleash your 
creativity. Everything you need to doodle, 

create and colour is in this kit: a 48-page colouring
and doodling book
and 15 artists’ colouring fine line markers.
So take a moment to sit and let the thoughts of the day float away while you 
colour these beautiful scenes. 

You’ll be glad you did!



Art Maker Acrylic Paints

Learning how to paint with acrylics has never been easier or more enjoyable that 
with Artmaker: Acrylics Masterclass. This comprehensive kit offers a practical 
guide and all the artistic tools that you need to start creating dynamic art straight 
away!

The instructional 48-page book, Acrylics Masterclass, allows you to discover the 
joys of painting with this versatile medium and to experience how it can be used 
to great effect in a wide range of painting styles. This handbook includes an 
extensive introduction to painting materials and equipment; covers essential 
acrylic-paint concepts, such as tone, scaling, washes, blending, scumbling and 
more, providing many illustrated examples; as well as expert advice to help build 
your skills and improve your understanding of this exciting art form. 
Finally, it offers complete step-by-step guides with colour photographs to striking 
finished compositions – from the tranquility of fallen leaves to a bustling café 
scene.
With a white art-canvas to create and display your own masterpiece, a paint 
palette, four paintbrushes and ten tubes of acrylic paint, this kit contains 
everything you need to get painting right away.



Art Maker Creative Lettering Masterclass Kit

Bursting with innovative inspiration, Creative Lettering Masterclass will have you 
illustrating beautiful letters, words and phrases in no time at all! Created in 
collaboration with professional hand-letterers, this instructional guide includes 
hand-lettering alphabets, exercises, and fun projects for beginners and 
experienced letterers alike.

The 64-page instructional book introduces you to all the hand-lettering essentials, 
including tools, techniques and terminology. Master a range of medieval, vintage 
and retro alphabets and discover fun lettering projects with step-by-step 
instructions and practice grids, as well as handy insider tips and tricks. Then, take 
your lettering to the next level with advanced design and composition ideas!

What's Included
•64-page instructional book
•32-page sketchpad
•6 dual-tipped lettering pens
•mechanical pencil
•eraser shield
•eraser



Art Maker Drawing Fundamentals Kit

Learning to draw has never been easier than with Drawing Fundementals. Author 
and artist Priscilla Heywood’s message is clear: everyone can draw - it's just a 
matter of learning the basic skills and techniques that will allow you to take what 
you see around you and translate it into beautiful artwork on the page.

In the informative 48-page book, Jacqui takes you through all the basics, including 
equipment, shading techniques, lighting, and achieving a sense of depth and 
distance. She then moves on to art lessons covering still life, human figures, 
animals, and landscapes. Whether you are just starting out or want to improve 
your creative skills, Drawing Fundamentals has everything you need to begin your 
journey into the amazing world of drawing.

With 10 artists’ colour pencils, 10 watercolour pencils, 10 graphite pencils and an 
artist's sketchbook, this kit has everything you need to get started right away. 
You'll be creating your own beautiful hand-drawn pictures with ease in no time at 
all.

What's Included
•48-page book
•Artists' sketchbook
•10 artists' colour pencils
•10 watercolour pencils
•10 graphite pencils



Art Maker Watercolour Paints

Learning how to paint with watercolour paints has never been easier or more 
enjoyable with Artmaker: Watercolour Masterclass. This comprehensive kit offers 
a practical guide and all the artistic tools that you need to begin practising this 
exciting and evocative art style straight away!

This instructional 48-page book, Watercolour Masterclass, introduces you to the 
materials, equipment and skills associated with this popular technique. As a 
budding artist, you will be guided through a range of skills and styles of painting, 
before being taken step-by-step through stunning watercolour compositions with 
subjects ranging from a still-life composition to a picturesque canal and a fun 
scene of people unwinding at the beach.

This kit features everything you need to get painting right away: five sheets of 
300 gsm paper, a paint palette, four different paintbrushes and ten tubes of 
paints. In no time at all, you’ll be painting boldly and with confidence, producing 
interesting and beautiful effects and creating your own unique watercolour 
artworks that you can proudly put on display.



Relax and de-stress with a little art therapy! This ultimate adult colouring kit 
features 18 coloured pencils, 12 metallic coloured pencils and a stunning 48-page 
illustrated colouring book.
Get inspired by wonderful, intricate images and let your colourful imagination run 
wild!

What's Included
•30 pencils - with 12 metallic pencils
•24 images to colour-in

Ultimate Colouring Experience: Majestic Creatures Kit
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Junior Jigsaw Series 3: Tropical Jungle

The bright, busy scenes in Hinkler’s Junior Jigsaws are packed full of fun 
details, each designed to captivate and entertain young children. 
Everyone in the family will enjoy putting them together!

The 45 big puzzle pieces are perfect for little hands and will delight pre-
schoolers aged 3 and up. Don’t forget to look for the mouse hiding in 
every puzzle!

Little adventurers will love travelling to a tropical jungle to meet plenty 
of cool jungle animals!



Amalfi, Italy 1000 Piece Jigsaw Keukenhof Gardens 1000 Piece Jigsaw Grand Canal, Italy 1000 Piece Jigsaw 

Snowmass 1000 Piece Jigsaw Trevi Fountain, Italy 1000 Piece Jigsaw 

KEY FEATURES

 Introducing Hinkler's new and improved Mindbogglers design! The 
puzzle size of this bestselling series is 690 x 546mm (27in x 21.5in). 

 Exquisitely photographed and reproduced to a high quality in the jigsaw 
format. 

 Image selection is carefully considered with the perfect detail and 
composition required for a fun but challenging jigsaw puzzle. 

 Showcases a highly appealing landmark scene to maintain interest 
while puzzling over days or weeks. 

 Easy reference to the puzzle image on the back of the box, ideal for 
puzzlers working in a group. 



•Specifications: 
•ISBN •9354537000356 

•Mindbogglers •Series 
Territory •W or ld 

•Size (h x w x d) •225mm x 350mm x 45mm 

•0 pages •Page Extent 

•6 •Carton Qty 

•Category •Jigsaw Adult 
•RRP •

Mindbogglers Series 14: Hintersee lake, Germany 

•Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular images from 

picturesque parts of the world, with photographs carefully selected for their 

detail, composition, quality and beauty. 

•Featuring Germany's stunningly beautiful Hintersee Lake, this jigsaw puzzle

is great fun to put together, either as a rewarding solo pursuit or a challenge

to complete with family or friends.

•Key Features: 

 Puzzle trim size is 690mm x 546mm. 
 Exquisitely photographed images reproduced to a high quality in the jigsaw format. 
 Image selection is carefully considered with the perfect detail and composition 
required for a fun but challenging jigsaw puzzle. 
 Easy reference to the puzzle image on the front and back of the box, ideal for 
puzzlers working in a group. 



•Specifications: 
•ISBN •9354537000363 

•Mindbogglers •Series 
Territory •W or ld 

•Size (h x w x d) •225mm x 350mm x 45mm 

•0 pages •Page Extent 

•6 •Carton Qty 

•Category •Jigsaw Adult 

•Suggested Sell•RRP 

•Mindbogglers Series 14: Seljalandsfoss, Iceland 

•Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular images from 

picturesque parts of the world, with photographs carefully selected for their 

detail, composition, quality and beauty. 

•Featuring Iceland's breathtaking Seljalandsfoss waterfall, this jigsaw puzzle

is great fun to put together, either as a rewarding solo pursuit or a challenge

to complete with family or friends.

•Key Features: 

 Puzzle trim size is 690mm x 546mm. 
 Exquisitely photographed images reproduced to a high quality in the jigsaw 

format. 

 Image selection is carefully considered with the perfect detail and composition 

required for a fun but challenging jigsaw puzzle. 

 Easy reference to the puzzle image on the front and back of the box, ideal for 

puzzlers working in a group. 

•New Release 



•New Release 

•Mindbogglers: Sydney Opera House, Australia 

•Mindbogglers’ 15th series of 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles features spectacular 

images from Australia and around the world, with photographs carefully selected 

for their detail, composition, quality and beauty. 

•The awe-inspiring beauty of Australia's Sydney Opera House is presented in 

this strikingly detailed photograph. Showcasing this instantly identifiable 

Australian icon, this jigsaw puzzle is great fun to put together, either as a 

rewarding solo pursuit or a challenge to complete with family or friends. 

•Key Features: 

 Puzzle trim size is 690mm x 546mm. 

 Exquisitely photographed images reproduced to a high quality in the jigsaw format. 

 Image selection is carefully considered with the perfect detail and composition required

for a fun but challenging jigsaw puzzle.

 Easy reference to the puzzle image on the front and back of the box, ideal for 

puzzlers working in a group. 

•Specifications: 
•ISBN 9354537001353 

•Series Mindbogglers 

•Territory World 

•Size (h x w x d) 225mm x 350mm x 45mm 

•Page Extent 0 pages 

•Carton Qty 6 

•Category Jigsaw Adult 



Meerkat Family 1000 Piece Jigsaw Leopard 1000 Piece Jigsaw Giraffes 1000 Piece Jigsaw

Mindbogglers Series
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Picture Etch

What's Included
•a wooden stick
•a 28-page book (with 12 scratch panels inside)



Ultimate Etch Art Kit: Mythical Creatures

Enter a world of magic and wonder with Ultimate Etch Art Creations: 
Mythical Creatures! Unveil beautiful unicorns, daring dragons and more 
using the etch-art panels and stylus.

This kit includes 12 special reveal etch-art panels, 4 pre-printed foil 
etch-art panels, 8 plain etch-art panels, 2 plastic stencils and a gold 
etching stylus. With everything you need to get started, Ultimate Etch 
Art Creations offers an exciting way to explore creativity in a fun and 
beautiful way!

What's Included
•12 special reveal etch-art panels
•4 pre-printed foil etch-art panels
•8 plain etch-art panels
•2 stencils
•a gold etching stylus
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